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CHESTER ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

 

COMMENTS ON PLANNING APPLICATION TO DEMOLISH EXISTING BUILDINGS AND 

ERECT HOTEL AT 1 FRODSHAM STREET, CHESTER (22/00616/FUL) 

 

 

Detail 

1.0 The Principle of the Development 

1.1 Hotels have now taken over from student accommodation as the favoured form of 

development in Chester. Two have recently been proposed but seem to have stalled: 

at 105-11 Foregate Street and 2–8 Foregate Street. This suggests some doubt over 

the viability of such developments. In this context two questions arise: 

Summary 

• Chester needs to improve its attractiveness, especially in terms of heritage, to justify 

the number of proposed hotels (para 1.1). 

• The proposed building should be capable of being adapted to other uses should it fail 

as a hotel (para 1.1). 

• Is the scheme reliant on non-compliance with the Chester Characterisation Study for 

its financial viability? What sort of compliant scheme would be viable? (para 1.1). 

• The archaeological assessment is inadequate to understand the likely survival of 

remains, their location, and the impact of development. Known and extrapolated 

remains, especially the city’s defences, should be mapped against historical and 

proposed disturbances. The archaeological remains in the area have the potential to 

influence international perspectives on the development of the city (paras 2.1, 2.2). 

• A programme of archaeological evaluation and excavation should be formulated. Any 

excavations should be accompanied by public information and published accessibly 

along with the results of earlier investigations (paras 2.3, 2.4). 

• Measures should be taken to ensure that no development-related activities destabilise 

the City Walls (para 2.5). 

• The remains of the Roman wall and ‘Drum Tower’ should be enhanced (para 2.6). 

• The proposed design does not meet crucial criteria of the Chester Characterisation 

Study or the concerns of the CWaC Conservation Officer, leading to a number of 

problems. The provisions of the Study should be consistently implemented (para 3.5). 

• The north-western block plus restaurant may be acceptable, but the rest of the fifth 

storey should be removed as potentially damaging to the city skyline. The roof of the 

restaurant should be lowered a little (paras 3.6 and 3.7). 

• The gabled façades are too high, diminishing the impact of no 15 Foregate Street. 

They are uniform, bland and lack local character (paras 3.8 and 3.9). 

• The height of the ridge and eaves should be reduced, the facades subdivided, 

variation introduced and the fenestration reconsidered (para 3.10). 

• The two-storey portal at the north-east corner is wholly out of scale in context and 

should be reduced to one storey (para 3.11). 

• There should be an independent review of the proposal and its findings should be 

made public (para 3.14). 
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• The upsurge in interest in hotel construction presupposes that Chester is a 

desirable place to visit. However, this begs the question: what are people coming 

to see? We addressed the matter of destination management in detail in our 

response to the High Street Commission and drew attention to the fact that the 

One City Plan makes it clear that it is the city’s heritage that is its unique selling 

point. However, as we have documented on various occasions, Chester’s offer 

has fallen well behind that of other cities, and we have argued for a new, ground-

breaking museum of global standing, perhaps to be housed in the Castle, at only 

a third of the cost of the Northgate Phase I scheme. Unless the city’s offer is 

improved, new hotels may offer no more than a pleasant stopover for coach 

parties en route to other, more compelling, destinations.  

• If the proposed hotel were to fail, how easily could the building be adapted to 

another use? This key issue is absent from the Sustainability document 

accompanying the planning application, which addresses only technical matters. 

The embedded carbon emissions of new build are now well recognised, and there 

is an emphasis on the need to reuse buildings (eg Dee House) rather than 

demolish them. If the development went ahead, the average life of buildings on 

the site since about 1970 would be no more than twenty-five years; much longer-

term thinking is required. The issue of adaptability to other uses was raised by the 

review panel for the proposed 2–8 Foregate Street hotel and it should be 

considered for this development as well.  

• The scheme fails to comply with crucial design principles set out in the Chester 

Characterisation Study (see 3.5 below). Is it reliant on this non-compliance for its 

financial viability? What sort of compliant scheme would be financially viable? 

 

2.0 Archaeology 

2.1 The application is accompanied by a detailed archaeological assessment. This 

concludes that the site has at best medium potential for evidence of the Roman to 

Civil War defences, including ditches and the Roman extramural road, as well as 

prehistoric remains, the Roman parade ground and post-medieval properties fronting 

Frodsham Street. As the assessment points out, the survival of remains is likely to 

have been severely affected by extensive twentieth-century basements, especially 

those of the Mercia Square development. HER entry 11480 also records nineteenth-

century basements, and in the1960s part of the site was occupied by a garage, which 

presumably had underground fuel storage tanks. The proposed development would 

have a basement in its north-western corner, extending beyond the existing footprint. 

Archaeological survival is therefore likely to be confined to ‘islands’. 

 

2.2 However, the current assessment does not adequately set out the likely degree of 

survival or the impact of the development. Mapping of historical and proposed major 

disturbances is required, overlaid on plans of known or extrapolated archaeological 

remains, with statements of depths. In particular, the proposed new basement may 

impinge on the defensive ditches. The site falls within Chester’s Archaeological 

Character Zone 24, the statement for which emphasises the shallow depth at which 

significant archaeology may be found. In view of this, groundworks for services may 

also cause damage. It also emphasises the importance of the archaeology on the 

site: ‘This zone has preserved archaeological remains that may influence international 

perspectives on the development of the city’. 

 

https://chesterarchaeolsoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/CAS_PlanConsult20_CWaC_HighStreetCommission_PC_Comments_V03.pdf
http://www.cheshirearchaeology.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/HCH16764.pdf
http://www.cheshirearchaeology.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/HCH16764.pdf
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2.3 In the light of further assessment, supplemented by evaluation trenches to reduce 

uncertainties, the opportunities for preservation in situ and minimisation of damage to 

surviving archaeology should be considered and an archaeological programme 

should be designed to meet the requirements of the Development Management 

Archaeologist. If practical, any archaeological fieldwork should be visible to the public, 

and timely information should be displayed on the background and aims of the work 

and any significant discoveries. 

 

2.4 Significant results should be published to professional standards and be accessible to 

local interested people. The report should incorporate the results of relevant earlier 

excavations on or near the site, especially those of 1966 and 1990/1. 

 

2.5 In view of the disastrous impact of development on the section of the City Walls at 

Newgate Street, there should be detailed measures to ensure that no development-

related activities destabilise the section of the City Walls adjacent to the present site. 

 

2.6 The opportunity should be taken to enhance the setting of, and interpret, the ‘Drum 

Tower’ and adjoining section of Roman fortress wall. 

 

3.0 Design 

3.1 Buildings on Frodsham Street are of very varied style and quality, generally gabled 

and of two or three stories. Noteworthy are nos 12–14, 17–21 and no 15 Foregate 

Street, which stands on the corner. The parade of shops that it is proposed to 

demolish, nos 1–11, reminiscent of the Ayrton terrace on St Werburgh Street, is 

uncertain in its handling of proportions and classical elements but fits its context well. 

The Chester Characterisation Study F – Foregate Street, page 192 states: ‘The 

former district bank [15 Foregate Street], together with the adjoining modern 

development (numbers 1–11), present an attractive frontage’.  

 

3.2 The design principles for new development in the area set out in the Chester 

Characterisation Study, page 207, are: 

 

• Reinforce the historic townscape character. This may be achieved, for example, 

by promoting gable fronts or colonnades along the principal shopping streets. 

Shopfronts also need improving.  

• Respect for the historic urban grain. Larger footprint buildings should not 

generally be located on adjacent sites but should be ‘wrapped’ by smaller units. 

• The height of buildings should generally be between two and three stories to 

reflect the existing scale of development.  

• In most cases, development should be set to the back of pavement in order to 

reinforce the existing urban form.  

 

3.3 In the Heritage, Design and Access Statement, page 37, we note that the CWAC 

Conservation Officer raised the following concerns: 

• The need to justify an increase in height through townscape analysis 

• The need to demonstrate a strong understanding of the character of Chester, and 

particularly the immediate context of Frodsham Street 
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• Ensuring that the massing of the building is representative of its context and the 

interrelation and integration with an established townscape of distinct scale and 

character 

• The relationship with 15 Foregate Street 

 

3.4   The proposed development can be characterised as follows: 

 

• A four-storey rectangular brick block at the north-western corner, with a simple 

grid of windows with heavy surrounds, surmounted by a lightweight structure for a 

restaurant. 

• A four-storied brick façade to the north and east, with a colonnaded ground floor 

housing shops, a two-storey portal at the north-eastern corner, the fourth storey 

apparently consisting of open, glazed gables; the whole surmounted by a set-

back copper-clad fifth storey. 

• The inside of the ‘L’ shape, facing the City Walls, clad in copper with small 

windows. 

 

3.5 The increase in height pays no regard to the recommendations of the Chester 

Characterisation Study or to the concerns of the Conservation Officer, and these 

failures lead to the problems set out below. The Characterisation Study is the closest 

that Chester has to the local design code expected in National Planning Policy 

Framework, para 128, in order to ‘provide maximum clarity about design expectations 

at an early stage’. Is the Characterisation Study still in force, is it just invoked when 

convenient, or is it a dead letter? The consistent application of such a document 

would save time, effort and money for all concerned and produce a more pleasant 

city. 

 

3.6 In general terms the development would extend to Frodsham Street the heights of the 

rear extension to W H Smith and no 15 Foregate Street. A rooftop restaurant at this 

height overlooking the Cathedral grounds may be acceptable. However, the inclusion 

on this level of another floor of bedrooms overlooking Frodsham Street, while it may 

not be visible from the street, potentially contributes to the ongoing destruction of 

Chester’s skyline as seen from a distance by long, high, straight rooflines; we have 

pointed this out many times before, especially with regard to the Fountains Health 

Centre and former Northgate Travelodge, and now the Northgate Phase I car park. 

This floor should be removed from the proposal and perhaps replaced by a green roof 

over the fourth storey. 

 

3.7 The north-western corner block is the most successful part of the proposal, both in 

itself and its relationship to the City Walls and neighbouring buildings: its simple form, 

well-proportioned window grid, ‘crenelated’ balustrade and lightweight rooftop 

restaurant. Nevertheless, the roof of the restaurant could benefit from being lowered 

to align with the ridge of the W H Smith building. The copper-clad walls and small 

windows of the ‘courtyard‘ area facing the City Walls look uninviting. Could they not 

be finished in the same way as the north-western block? 

 

3.8 The east and north facades are far more problematical. Even without the fifth-storey 

bedroom level, they would greatly exceed the height of most other buildings on 

Frodsham Street. Moreover, even though in the ‘Street scene’ view the ridge appears 

to be level with those of 15 Foregate Street (in Sections AA and BB it appears to be 
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higher), the eaves (ie top of brickwork) are higher, thus diminishing the impact of this 

fine corner building.  

 

3.9 In addition, the open design of the gables, while fashionable, by definition robs them 

of any local character. The six main bays facing Frodsham Street and those on the 

north façade are absolutely uniform, emphasising the length of the building in a street 

where most frontages are short. Again, the massive two-storey glazed portal at the 

north-eastern corner is particularly insensitive in its context and shows no respect for 

the size and delicacy of nos 17–21 opposite (the only other such portal in Chester 

that comes to mind is on the Town Hall). The overall design is bland and could be 

found anywhere in Britain. 

 

3.10 The design of these facades therefore needs to be reconsidered. The eaves and 

ridge heights should be no higher than no 15 Foregate Street and should be lower 

where practical; the gables should be given more character (the smaller gables could 

perhaps be tile-hung – a reference to the gables of nos 17–21); and the fenestration 

needs to be reconsidered. The facades should also be subdivided and show some 

variation. For instance, the Douglas terrace on the east side of St Werburgh Street is 

grouped in three pairs of buildings, each pair differing in fenestration and detailing. 

The façade of the Grosvenor hotel has a stone facing on alternate bays at second- 

and third-storey levels. Finally, the existing parade of shops at 1–11 Frodsham Street 

is varied in finish and fenestration at first-floor level.  

 

3.11 A broad, single-storey entrance is surely adequate rather than two stories. 

 

3.12 The present parade suffers from the poor quality of the shopfronts. In any 

replacement these need to be improved. 

 

3.13 Detailed information and illustrations regarding materials and architectural elements 

should accompany any revised submission. 

 

3.14 The application does not seem to be accompanied by a report from an independent 

review panel. For a relatively large site in such a sensitive position, there should be 

one and its findings should be made public. 

 

Dr P Carrington FSA  

For Chester Archaeological Society  

4 April 2022  

 

 


